Instant Spokesperson Vol 3 Ray Lane 2017 Video Marketing
Collection Launched
Ray Lane, a professional software developer and online marketer, announced Instant
Spokesperson Vol 3. The new collection of customizable commercials aims to help
business owners and video marketers promote businesses in a variety of industries.
Ray Lane, a professional software developer and online marketer, announced Instant Spokesperson
Vol 3. The new collection of customizable commercials aims to help business owners and video
marketers promote businesses in a variety of industries.Wanchai,, Hong Kong - April 17, 2017
/PressCable/ -Professional software developer and social marketer Ray Lane launched Instant Spokesperson Vol
3, a collection of pre-made video commercials that can be used to promote a variety of businesses.
More information can be found at http://instantspokespersonkit.com/jv.
Online marketing has grown considerably in recent years, with more and more businesses looking
for effective ways to leverage the ever-growing marketing potential of the internet. Surveys show
that almost 95% of all consumers use online reviews and Google searches to find business
information, making online visibility key to overall business success.
Video marketing is one of the most important aspects of all digital marketing strategies, as video
content has the highest engagement rates. Videos are shared up to 12 times more than text and
pictures combined, making them one of the most effective means of promoting products and
services.
However, professional video production services are relatively expensive, often making them
unaffordable for local businesses. Instant Spokesperson Vol 3 is a collection of video templates that
can be used by both business owners and digital marketers to create custom video commercials for
businesses in a variety of industries.
Each video was created by professional producers using expert actors, and all scripts have been
pre-tested for the highest engagement rates. In an effort to provide as much flexibility as possible,
the creators of Instant Spokesperson Vol 3 have also added a raw, green-screen version of each
video, as well as a version without background music for further customization.
All videos have enough space for each business owner or digital marketer to add their own brand
and business details.
Instant Spokesperson Vol 3 currently includes video commercials for different dental procedures
such as teeth whitening, wisdom teeth removal, cosmetic and general dentistry, as well as videos for
roofing contractors, garage door repairs, bathroom and kitchen remodeling and many others.
Interested
parties
can
find
more
information
by
visiting
http://muncheye.com/ray-lane-et-al-instant-spokesperson-vol-3.
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